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“The Wrangler”
It was dark and cold in the bunkhouse
when Joe the Wrangler arose.
The top hands were still a snoring as
he jumped into his clothes.
In the east the dawn was breaking as
he mounted and rode away
‘cause if the Remuda weren’t in afore
sunup he’d have a price to pay.
~ Gerry Billings

August, 2017

Late Summer Greeting To Everyone!
Well summer is winding down and Fall with its riotous colors and cooler weather is just around the
bend. The poem included above was written by my wonderful Daddy, to whom I owe so much. The
poem is just a small reflection of my heritage that has been forged in this part of New Mexico for
over 130 years. I would like to encourage each of you to discover new and exciting information
regarding your heritage. Make contacts with cousins, record histories and stories, pass those
wonderful memories on to the next generations. And of course label those exquisite quilt creations
you make so the future will know and appreciate your talents.
Judy Billings

New Fabric Collections
Check out

Unbridled
By Clicking Here…

Check out

Indian Paintbrush
By Clicking Here…

Friendship, like old quilts,
stand the test of time!

HOW TO USE A COLOR WHEEL – Part 2
Color wheels usually display pure colors, but the quilting fabrics you use
will most likely be altered versions of pure colors.
SHADES are created by adding varying amounts of black to a color to
make it darker.
TONES are created when gray is added to colors, resulting in colors that
are less intense versions of their pure color.
TINTS are created by adding white to a pure color to make it lighter.
DOMINANT COLORS are the first colors we notice when we look at a quilt
but dominance in quilts is complex because it depends on the overall
combination of fabric selections.
PURE COLORS are more dominant in a design than toned colors. Yellow
is the most dominant pure color.
WARM COLORS pop out and are more dominant than cool colors.
DARK patches are often more noticeable than LIGHT patches, so they can
be used to create contrast but warmth can make the darks recede, e.g., a
bright red is more noticeable than black.
NEXT: Monochromatic, Analogous & Complementary

~ Janet Wickell, thespruce.com

A perfect July mini-quilt from
Elaine Snyder
Paco Rich with her 3-D PhD

Sandy Correa and her latest PhD

Lequita Lett’s Mystery Quilt

Our lives are like quilts

bits and pieces

joy and sorrow

stitched with love.

If you think you’re seeing double, it’s because Betty Sweeten and Sandy Raines
had a bit of a competition making the same quilt.

According to Sandy Correa, she has
loads of John Deere fabric so she
made this apron in honor of her
Deere Dad.

This must have been the month to show off the
gifts for those men in our lives. Jillyn Dille made
a T-shirt quilt out of her Hubby’s collection.

Do you just love Block of the Month? Claudia Toenies
shows off her new BOM quilt which you will probably
see offered at Aunt Judy’s Attic in 2018.

Lots of “Ooohs” and “Aaaahs” for Lequita Letts’ GrandMother’s hand pieced quilt, estimated to be well over
100 years old.

Aunt Judy’s Attic Resident Seamstress,
Sherelle Wilkerson made up yet another
wreath – this time it’s summer fruits and
veggies.

Lucille Bell is
spreading the gifting
between a really
cute Cowboy
Gunslinger wall
hanging for her
brother and baskets
of musical hearts
and flowers for a
friend’s office.

Nope, no Dad or Hubby for Sherelle
Wilkerson. This handbag is for her
daughter.

